THRIVE CO-LIVING
COMMUNITIES

A FRAMEWORK FOR AN
"IDEAL" CO-LIVING
COMMUNITY
By Mark Stein
Please note that all
images used in this
document are
representations and
do not necessarily
reflect the finalized
structure and setting
of any Thrive CoLiving Communities.

This is a working document intended to show the basic
structure and setting for an “ideal” Thrive Co-Living
Community.

However,

we

acknowledge

that

each

community will have its own personality, needs, and wishes.
We aspire to include space for individualism at each
community. This will allow us to create not just one facility,
but a wider system of democratically-run communities,
where residents can have a voice in the creation, rules, and
structure of each Thrive Co-Living Community. We welcome
comments, challenges, and ideas. We will continue filling in
information to this document over time, including adding a
comprehensive financing plan.
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INTRODUCING THRIVE CO-LIVING
COMMUNITIES
Humans are social creatures. But our modern,

Our communities will be designed with

digital lives create barriers to the social sustainability in mind, with a focus on the local
interactions we crave. This leaves many of us environment and surrounding community.
feeling isolated, unsupported, and cut off from Each community will include environmentally-

as hydroponics and
a sense of community. Social loneliness can friendly features suchOpportunities
capture
systems, solar
take a heavy toll, leading to increased health aquaponics, rainwaterfor
community
risks such as high blood pressure, heart electricity and water heating, and electric car
disease, depression, substance abuse, and charging stations.

sustainability

suicide.

and selfsufficiency

Thrive Co-Living Communities provides the We'll

also

provide

opportunities

through

for

antidote to this epidemic of isolation by community sustainability and self-sufficiency

revenueprograms like cocreating multi-generational, inclusive, and through revenue-generating
sustainable co-living communities through working

spaces,

mediation
services,
generating

the combination of shared community spaces mediation training, renting out community

programs

and resources and private, residential living kitchens and other facilities, and art galleries
units.

and retail spaces, when applicable.
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Residential Component
Each Thrive Co-Living Community will be
compromised of 50 units for an average of 75
residents, with options ranging from studios

to three bedrooms. Each unit will have a At Thrive Co-Living Communities, we will
footprint of approximately 20 feet by 40 feet. continue to educate ourselves and our
Each unit will also include parking in the back community on different dwelling possibilities,
and 20 feet of personal garden or such as Boxabl units, Zenni homes, domes,
landscaping space around the unit. The units tiny homes, and other energy-efficient
will be laid out in an oval formation with a housing options. We will always seek energywater feature and a common area in the efficient options that align with our views on
center. Features such as a pet park, simplicity, ecology, and conservation of
hydroponics, and a soil garden will be space.
located in the central area of the community.

The communities will be open most forms of Each community will include rental options,
alternative dwelling units (ADUs), which have plus options for residents to purchase their
become increasingly popular due to the own units and place them on community
property. Each community will provide
housing affordability crisis.

electricity hookups, sewage hookups, and
water, as well as access to community
resources and activities.
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Mission Statement
Thrive Co-Living Communities provides a concrete solution to the growing sense of
isolation and despair that is leading to depression, addiction, and suicide among
many sectors of the U.S. population. Serving young people, millennials, baby
boomers, artists, young families, and any other progressives in search of a
harmonious community life, Thrive Co-Living Communities promotes and supports
the development of sustainable co-living communities, offering the desired balance
of independent living and shared community spaces and programming.
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Template for Physical Community Layout
The layout of each community may differ depending on space, climate, and the ways
to best utilize sustainability features.

Sustainability
Depending on climate, the roof of the
community will be almost flat and slant
slightly in one direction. This will allow for
rainwater collection and the best placement
for solar panels and solar heating systems.
Each community will aim to have adjustable
supports for the solar panels, which will
optimize angle and direction for the best solar
exposure. An aluminum roof will be used for
provide the cleanest rainwater.
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Common Areas
Each Thrive Co-Living Community will include

There will also be a utility space, which will

dedicated common spaces where residents

include room for laundry, a workshop, and a

can interact, work, and enjoy the benefits of

tool-sharing center. Opportunities

shared community resources. These common
areas will include co-working and co-learning

for community

Each community will also include space for

spaces, a fitness area, entertainment venue,

the offices of Thrive sustainability
Co-Living Communities

and a dining area and communal kitchen,

staff members.

which can also be rented out to create
additional revenue streams for residents.

and selfsufficiency
through
revenuegenerating
programs
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Water Features
The water feature options of each community Another water feature option is a traditional
will also depend on climate and local swimming pool, with tarp shades and space
environment. The first water feature option for longue chairs and a snack bar. For
includes a lake, with a sandy beach and communities in cooler climates, options
bottom, and a concrete island connected by a include fountain pools or hot tubs, with space
bridge. This option will also include tarps for for a snack bar or coffee shop.
shade, a snack and tiki bar with nearby
bathrooms, space for lounge chairs and bar
stools, and a concrete edge with a swim-up
bar around one or two sides of the water
feature.
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Sustainability Components
Permaculture
Thrive Co-Living Communities will implement Permaculture
tenets

of

permaculture,

the

also

heavily

empathizes

agricultural connectivity between all the elements of an

philosophy that focuses on simulating or ecosystem. It works to make sure each
directly utilizing patterns and features found element of a system is benefiting others.
in natural ecosystems. Permaculture aims to Permaculture also promotes the least amount
design systems that work with and benefit of change for the greatest possible impact,
nature, rather than harming or disrupting it.

and works to make sure we can get what we
need

from

natural

ecosystems

without

Permaculture relies heavily on observing causing damage or disrupting the natural
natural ecosystems. Once natural patterns flow. If there is a way to mimic or utilize a
and features are understood, they can be natural system, permaculture promotes that
mimicked
sustainable
gardening,

or

utilized

ways,
edible

in

including

small-scale, approach over actively trying to change or
hydroponic enhance the system.

landscaping,

and

composting.

By providing a mindset that teaches people to observe, utilize, and recreate
our natural resources rather than disrupt or destroy them, permaculture
promotes a sustainable and healthy way of life that allows both Thrive CoLiving Communities residents and the local environments to thrive.
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E

Recycling and Composting
Thrive Co-Living Communities will implement recycling and composting
measures such as
Opportunities

offering a recycle transfer station for the community and surrounding neighborhood,

for community

repurposing plant waste and non-meat food scraps, and finding environmentally friendly
ways of handling and disposing meat waste.
.

sustainability
and selfsufficiency
through
revenuegenerating
programs
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Solar Energy
Solar energy, or the particles of sunlight that Once the solar panels collect the electricity, it
reach the Earth, is a clean, renewable energy can be used immediately or stored in a battery
source that can be harnessed and used to for future use. Solar water heating can further
provide water heating, electricity, ventilation, reduce utility bills, sometimes heating 100% of
and even transportation.
There are many ways to utilize solar energy. One
easy way to benefit from solar energy is with a
photovoltaic (PV) solar system. With a PV solar
system, sunlight hits a solar panel, made out of a
semiconductor material like silicon, and knocks
electrons loose. When in motion, these electrons
create an electric current that can be captured
with wiring.

hot water needs during summer months
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Solar Energy (cont.)
Using

solar

energy

in

Thrive

Living In each Thrive Co-Living Community, solar

Communities has many benefits. It is a highly options will be used whenever possible, and
renewable energy source, available for use

residents will be encouraged to strive toward

every day. and easily harnessed in all areas of zero-net energy use for their own residential
the world. It is also a healthier alternative to dwelling.
fossil fuels like oil, coal, and natural gas, which
can

pollute

the

environment

and

emit

dangerous toxins. Solar energy also reduces a
building’s energy bills, and once the solar
panels

are

maintenance.

installed,
This

require

makes

them

minimal
a

affordable way of powering the community.

very
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Rainwater Capture Systems
Rainwater is a natural, sustainable resource
that

Thrive

Co-Living

Communities

will

harness to benefit each co-living community.
Rainwater capture collects, diverts, and stores
rainwater. This provides many uses, including
landscape irrigation, toilet flushing, wash
applications, and ornamental pond or fountain
filling. To take full advantage of these benefits,
each community will aim to include rainwater
collection on both common space roofs and
the roof of each personal residency.

Rainwater capture systems work by using
filters

and

flush

diverters

to

capture

rainwater, getting rid of any unwanted
debris in the process. Once the rainwater is
captured,

food-grade

polyester

resin

material in the storage tank reduces
bacterial growth in the water, while a
treatment system filtrates and disinfects the
water. Once the water is filtered and
disinfected, a pump moves the water from
the system to where it will be used, like to a
bathroom or irrigation system. Rainwater
systems also have components that monitor
and address potential issues like overflow,
backflow, and problems with the water
levels.
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Rainwater Capture Systems (cont.)
Rainwater capture plays an important role in
helping the environment. Rainwater capture
systems can help prevent flooding by limiting
the amount of run-off during storms, and help
to

reduce

erosion

in

downspouts

and

gardens. It also reduces the demand for Since rainwater is softer than regular water, it
groundwater,

an

increasingly

resource throughout the world.

strained can also lessen the need for detergents when
washing clothing and dishes. It can also be
used to improve traditional and hydroponics
gardens, as harvested water can flush buildup
from plants and soil, and is typically free of
chlorine and other chemicals.
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Hydroponics/Aquaponics
The word “hydroponics” comes from the

methods. Additionally, since hydroponic

Greek words for “water” and “labor,” and

methods do not rely on soil, it also decreases

refers to the technique of growing plants

the risk of pests and soilborne diseases,

without soil.

leading to healthier crops.

When plants are grown hydroponically, their
roots are dipped directly into nutrient-rich
solutions. Since they are connected directly to
the

necessary

nutrients,

hydroponically-

grown plants have smaller root systems. This
saves energy and allows it to be diverted to
leaf growth. The nutrient-rich solutions also
help plants grow much faster than they would
if they were grown traditionally. Hydroponics
often results in greater crop yields than
conventional
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Hydroponics / Aquaponics (cont. )
Hydroponics allow for year-round growth of
crops like lettuce, herbs, tomatoes, and
strawberries. It also works in limited spaces,
like a windowsill or rooftop garden. With high
yields, healthy methods, and sustainable
systems

that

require

minimal

space,

hydroponics is an ideal fit with Thrive Living
Communities. Picnics with neighbors or
community dinners will feel even better

Hydroponics within the community will also be

knowing that the food is fresh, healthy, and

combined with aquaponics practices, which will

grown right in the community.

be used to raise fish in tanks and use the nutrientrich water as a natural fertilizer in the hydroponics
process. Aquaponics uses significantly less water
than traditional farming techniques, and since it
relies on recirculation that benefits both the fish
and the plants, ensures that nothing goes to
waste. Like hydroponics, aquaponics methods
also require limited space.
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Hydroponics / Aquaponics (cont.)

Aquaponics also require nothing but food for
the fish, and the all-natural system means that
the fish will be free of hormones and
antibiotics. Similarly, the recirculated water
from their tanks provides plants with water By tying together both fish and crops,
and
aquaponics
provide
that is not tainted by pesticides, herbicides, or hydroponics
other dangerous chemicals. .

communities with a continuous, fast-growing
source of protein and vegetables, and will
allow communities to cultivate their own
small, thriving ecosystem
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Electrical Vehicle (EV) Charging
Car emissions are one of the leading causes of

To do our part to help the environment and

pollution

and

make life easier for our residents who own

emissions

such

global
as

warming.

carbon

Vehicle

dioxide

and

EVs, Thrive Co-living Communities will

hydrocarbons can also have a negative impact

feature EV charging stations. This will allow

on human health. Luckily, electric cars are

residents

ushering in a cleaner future.

recharge their vehicle’s batteries. Each

with

electric

cars

to

easily

community’s use of solar energy will be
Electric cars and other electric vehicles (EVs)

incorporated into the charging stations, as

run on electric batteries, which can be

the energy harnessed from solar panels and

recharged by plugging the vehicle into a

other solar technology can be used to

charging station. By using electricity rather

supply the charging stations with the

than gas, electric cars cut down on dangerous

electricity they need.

emissions and air pollution. They are also
quieter than traditional cars, leading to a
decrease in noise pollution.
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Electrical Vehicle (EV) Charging (cont.)
By

including

charging

solar-powered

stations,

Thrive

electric

car

Co-Living

Communities will promote environmentallyfriendly transportation and make charging
convenient and accessible for residents. The
charging stations will also be available to the
nearby public. This will give the surrounding
community the opportunity to interact with
and

benefit

Communities.

from

Thrive

Co-Living
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Programming
To build community and promote lifelong

The

podcast

will

learning, programming will play an essential

encompassed

by

role within each Thrive Co-Living Community.

Communities,

such

One important component of this is the Thrive

hydroponics and aquaponics, and solar

Co-Living Communities podcast on YouTube,

energy.

which will be used to showcase the skills,
passions,

and

experiences

of

community

members. Previous topics featured on the
podcast

have

acupuncture,

included
a

personal

cryptocurrency,
journey

from

homelessness to success, and the benefits of
working for a sustainable business.

also

feature

Thrive
as

topics

Co-Living
permaculture,

Residents will also be encouraged to organize
community and local events, such as food
demonstrations, wine tastings, or academic
lectures. These events can be recorded for the
podcast, as well as shared via Zoom with other
Thrive Co-Living Communities or other coliving communities around the world.
The Thrive Co-Living Communities podcast is
currently available on YouTube and we invite
all members of the co-living industry to join us
for our weekly discussions.
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Co-Working and Co-Learning Spaces
To further encourage collaboration between In a co-working space, a website designer
residents, each Thrive Co-Living Community might end up sitting beside an online English
will also include space for co-working. These tutor. While their jobs might seem vastly
spaces will be ideal for freelancers, remote different, a co-living space will give them the
workers, tech nomads, and anyone else in the chance to connect, teach each other about
community who might have not a sufficient their specific skills, and perhaps even find a
physical workplace.

way to collaborate. With the power of coworking spaces, anything can happen.
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Co-Working and Co-Learning Spaces (cont.)
Each community will also feature co-learning

Along with providing physical spaces for

options to help residents learn and grow

co-learning, Thrive Co-Living Communities

together. In the educational sense, co-learning

will feature a community bulletin board

is simply the practice of letting students learn in

where residents can express their interest

a collaborative setting, giving them the chance

in learning about a specific subject—and

to develop skills while fostering a natural

where others can offer to share their

inclination toward learning. Co-learning also

specific skill set or knowledge with their

encourages students to focus on subjects

community. Through this, residents with

they’re interested in, which instills a genuine

similar interests and hobbies can come

desire to learn. Thrive Co-Living Communities

together to learn or share their skills with

will build up these kinds of co-learning

others,

principles to provide resources for residents to

collaborative environment where residents

learn more and develop new passions, no

can learn something new every day.

matter what stage of life they’re in.

leading

to

a

creative

and
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Community Sharing
Work Credits

To make living at a Thrive Co-Living
Community

more

affordable,

each

community will offer a work-credit system
where residents can receive community
credits by performing work within their
community. One hour of work will equal $20
of credit, unless/until the amount is changed
by the community. This credit can be used to
pay for co-op services, fees, and goods.
Credits will not count toward rent payments,
mortgage payments, or utility payments.
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Skill Sharing
Residents may also share skills, such as

This creates a pool of credits for the entire

plumbing or marketing services, with other

community, ensuring that services or skills

residents, either on a volunteer basis or

don’t have to be traded between just two

through a bartering system. Those who are

people. This saves individual residents

willing to barter for services can trade their

money and allows for tax savings. It also

hours for other skills provided by their fellow

encourages a sense of community sharing

residents. Each community will include a

and support.

system where residents can post skills they
would like to share and receive credits they
can cash in when they need the services or
skills of another resident.
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Tool Sharing
Each community will utilize a tool sharing
program to ensure that residents do not need
a complete set of tools. Residents can pool
together tools, such as hand tools or
gardening tools, into a sharing co-op where
they can be checked-out and used by others
in the community. A small co-op fee will
account for the replacement or fixing of tools.
By implementing a tool sharing program, each
community will reduce excess tools, reduce
tool-related

waste,

facilitate

community

support, and save residents money.
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Community Software Platform
At Thrive Co-Living Communities, residents Other applications within the community
will be able to utilize a member-controlled software platform will include a resident
software platform to facilitate communications directory, a calendar of community and local
and community. The platform will include events, and a directory used for the sharing of
personal profiles with a social media-style tools and services.
interface. Here, residents can post, interact,
and organize events and outings, such as a
book club or trip to a local movie theatre.
Members will have the ability to control their
own privacy settings and choose which
information is shared with other residents.
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Decision Making by Consensus
When a decision is being made that affects For the decision process, the community will
the entire Thrive Co-Living Community, the be broken up into five decision-making groups
community will turn toward decision making with around 15 members per group. One or
through consensus, a process where all more members from the Thrive Co-Living
involved

residents

seek

to

reach

an Communities Board of Directors will be

agreement on a course of action. By tackling assigned to each group. During regular
decisions

through

consensus,

the meetings, which can be held in person,

community will approach decision-making in virtually, or in a hybrid format, members can
a way that emphasizes compassion, open- voice concerns and ideas while members work
mindedness, and mutual respect.

to reach a consensus decision on the topic. If
one person strongly objects to a decision, the
consensus process comes to a stop.
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Decision Making by Consensus (cont.)
Deadlocks will be handled by a committee of
the Board of Directors assigned by topic. The
Board of Directors will attempt to find an
agreeable solution for all groups, then submit
the modified suggestions back to the groups.
The groups can then discuss and try again to
arrive at consensus. Emergency or time- Participation

in

these

meetings

is

sensitive topics will be handled by the Board encouraged but voluntary. Sessions will be
of Directors, then brought before the group for recorded, allowing those who are absent or
final approval.

who chose not to participate to stay up-todate with the community’s decisions.
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Mediation
Mediation

is

a

voluntary,

confidential

Thrive Co-Living Communities will also offer

process that allows two or more people to

mediation training services to any interested

work with a neutral third party—a mediator

residents, where they can learn the skills for

—to reach an agreement about their dispute.

becoming a mediator in their own Thrive CoLiving Community. For residents interested in

When people live, work, and learn together

gaining the skills for handling external

in a Thrive Co-Living Community, they also

disputes, expanded mediation training will

need features that will help them develop

also be offered.

sustainable, long-lasting relationships with
their fellow community residents. This is why

This will create a revenue stream for the

each Thrive Co-Living Community will

community,

include mediation services to offer in-person

opportunities for residents, and encourage

conflict resolution and fairly settle any

harmony

disputes on community-related issues.

community.

and

provide
stability

professional
for

the

larger
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The Application and Approval Process
To apply for residency at a Thrive Co-Living

Applications will be submitted to the entire

Community, potential residents must complete Thrive Co-Living Communities board. If three
an application that includes a questionnaire and members approve the application, it will be
a creative portion. This creative portion can be

brought for discussion to the entire board. If

any medium and should address what the a positive consensus is reached, the
potential resident can offer the co-living resident’s application will be approved. New
community, plus what they hope to gain from
living in a Thrive Co-Living Community.

members will then go through an orientation
process run by board members and current
community residents.
The resident application process at Thrive
Co-Living Communities will be consistent
with all federal, state, and local housing laws
and regulations.
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MEET OUR TEAM
About Mark Stein,
Founder and Executive
Director

Thrive Co-Living Communities
founder and Executive Director
Mark Stein has lived in small
communities for over 40 years,
including on a cooperative rural
farmstead and in a solar home
he built himself.

Mark has a background in
mediation and tech
entrepreneurship. He currently
serves as the principal of
OutMarket.pro, a digital
marketing agency.

After taking his marketing
agency on the road and
moving to Florida in 2020,
Mark founded Thrive CoLiving Communities after
noticing a lack of community
living options, particularly for
tech nomads like himself.

Mark is involved with several
community efforts. He also
enjoys spending time with his
partner Isabela Amaral, her son
Fred, and their dog Duncan, as
well as with his daughter Arien,
son-in-law Mark, and his
grandson Trey.
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Board of Directors

Vickie Stein, co-living enthusiast and dental practitioner

Craig Scafidi, senior associate with Coldwell Banker
Commercial NRT

Brett Corbin, supporter of environmental care and
community change

Brian Arbenz, co-living supporter with a background in
restorative justice, mass transit, and alternative journalism
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Advisory Board
Rev. Molly A. Shoulta Tucker, senior pastor of Ridgewood
Baptist Church in Louisville, Kentucky.

Libby Kennedy, freelance writer and communications
manager

Jennifer Hooper, impact coach and co-creator of lifestyle
brand The Complex Couple

Greg Davidson, former senior economic developer for the
Department of Economic Development in Minneapolis,
Minnesota

Brenda Shirer, paralegal

Connor Moore, founder of Coliving Corner blog and
member of the executive team at Co-Liv

Dr. Penny Clark, co-founder and head of research and
sustainability at Conscious Co-living

Jessica Magniccari, web and graphic designer
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For Investors
To build the first Thrive Co-Living Community

We currently seek $25,000 in funding to work

and

with an architect to create a comprehensive

subsequent

communities,

we

will

primarily rely on seed money from national program design, plus renderings of all major
foundations. We will look for foundations that architectural features for the first Thrive Cofocus on affordable housing, sustainability,

Living

energy-efficiency,

additional $10,000 for the hiring of a director

encompassed
Communities.

and
by

other

Thrive

areas

Community.

We

also

seek

an

Co-Living of development to write foundation grants
and help us secure funding for the next steps
of the process.
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SUPPORT THRIVE CO-LIVING COMMUNITIES
There are many ways you can support Thrive Co-Living Communities!
Watch our podcasts and subscribe to our YouTube channel to see our weekly podcasts. On
the podcast, we invite co-living professionals, co-living enthusiasts, and others from our
community to talk about current co-living trends, ways to promote sustainability, and other
topics that relate to our mission and philosophy. We also feature other professionals, from
accountants to cybersecurity experts, to talk about their backgrounds, share their passions,
and show how Thrive Co-Living Communities brings together unique people from all walks of
life.
If you use Amazon, you can designate us as your preferred charity for Amazon Smile. To do
so, visit Smile.Amazon.com and sign in with your Amazon.com credentials. Then, simply
choose "CO-Living Communities Inc.” Please note that for Amazon, we used our corporate
name above and not Thrive Co-Living Communities.
Kroger shoppers can also donate a portion of their spending to Thrive CO-Living
Communities by visiting the Kroger Community Rewards page and entering code NK758.
You can also support us via our GoFundMe or Patreon.
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CONTACT US

If you have questions or ideas for Thrive Co-Living
Communities, please visit us online at
www.thrivecolivingcommunities.org

and fill out the contact form on our website.
You can also email us directly at
support@thrivecolivingcommunities.org.

